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preceptor  should  offer oblations,  in all the instances to ail
the roads leading to salvation or the desired end; and  wor-
ship  the  disciple   seated on the mystic cushion on his left.
Then  he  should  contemplate a string of thread   as   the
occult soul-nerve  Susumna, and tie up the  tuft   of   hair
on the crown of the disciple with the one end thereof, the
other end being let fall so as to reach down to his toe.    In
the  case where  the  disciple asks for salvation, the thread
should be tied  round a part of his body by  exhibiting the
Sanhar mudra (1—7). The thread should be tied round a part
of the right side of the disciple, if male, and ronnd a part ob
the left, if female ; the goddess Shakti having been previously
worshipped on his or her head, as the case may be (8).   Then
having taken hold of the thread by exhibiting the Mudra
known as the Sanhar Mudra, the same should  be placed oc
the bead of the disciple. The Nadi or the occult nerve of pure
consciousness should be taken out by uttering the principal
Mantra, and projected into the thread by repeating the mantra
known  as  the   Hrid (9).   The same should be covered over
with the energy of the  Rudra   Mantra* and,thrice the ob-
lations  should  be  offered for invoking the presence of the
soul-god   by  repeating the Hrid Mantra, and thrice onto the
goddess Sbakti (10).   Om  Ham obeisance to the road of
sound, Otn Ham obeisance to the road of Yavasa, Om Han
obeisance to the road of  Kala, and Om Ham obeisance to
the road of Sodbya.   The above ways to the desired ead
should be  located in the thread above described with water
consecrated with the Mantra of weapoa; aad the disciple
should   be   bathed   in  the same.    The preceptor shenU
gently beat against the heart of, the disciple wfeb « ftmer,
and enter iito the body of   the fatter bf  Mgayi of Us
psychic force,   while  practising the Rechaka form ef the
Kumbhaka by letting oat the breath wbwf; and cat w two
with the Mantra of weapon the string «0f pcyefcic «agy
flowing from his own sod into tk* el Us dfacipie, **!
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